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this is one of the most popular books among the
students of islam, and as a result we have a huge

number of urdu translations of this book. you can also
download pdf version of the book by scrolling down the

page. this book was written by muhammad ibn ishaq ibn
hanbal in the 8th century ad. the author of this book is a
great scholar of islam. this book also known as kitab-ul-

fiqh in urdu is one of the most popular books in the
world. you can download pdf of the book by fazila-e-urdu.

in 1372, he passed away. his students compiled a
collection of his teachings and gave it to the imam malik
community in tehran. this book is known as abu hanifah

al-himam. it contains the writings of his companions
regarding maliki fiqh, and it is regarded as one of the
most reliable books on fiqh. he is considered to be the
most prominent among the scholars of maliki school.
mota imam malik is the first hadith collection by his

name, whereas, muwatta imam malik is the compilation
of his sayings, deeds, and tacit approval. muwatta imam
malik contains a total of 1,343 hadith, of which 1,342 are
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authentic and one is weak (sughra). muwatta imam
malik is an authentic book, which is translated from

arabic to urdu and other languages. mota imam malik is
considered to be the most authentic, reliable, and
authentic compilation of hadith in urdu. the name

muwatta imam malik was given to it because he was the
head of the muwatta and he compiled the entire book.
thus, this book was named muwatta imam malik. if you
are new to emulator app, you may want to watch this

video first. it will make it much easier for you to
understand the process and install on your windows pc.
the video is only about bluestacks and not the sahih al

bukhari urdu download for pc.
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muwatta is a hadees collection of imam malik zaidoona.
this book muwatta imam malik pdf is also a very

important book, due to its consideration of change in fiqh
especially and its concept of renaissance as explained in

the last chapter of the book which has been praised,
appreciated and recommended by many scholars. after
downloading the compatible sahih al-bukhari version for
your pc, install it. afterwards to open the file, right-click

on the downloaded file and select open. the installed
sahih al-bukhari will open automatically. now open the
downloaded sahih al-bukhari, as you can see from the

image above it is muwatta imam malik, the commentary
of the muslim scholar imam malik. now click on the

“sahih al bukhari urdu” button. this will open the book in
the pdf format. in the first option, you can find the

explanation and commentary of sahih bukhari. at the
bottom of this option, there is the icon for printing. but
before printing the book, you have to click on the word

“print” to preview it. at the end of this page, you will find
a link for more books. click on the link to look for more
books, muwatta imam malik in urdu, beside sahih al

bukhari. hey, thanks for visiting wklies.com today. my
name is josh, an extreme android user and geek from

houston, texas. i hope you’re having an awesome
monday afternoon. want to know why you’re here? well,
you came here for some free android apps and games,
right? excellent! let’s get right into the articles. today

we’re going to talk about a new game called the pursuit
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by boss. it’s a frozen field, survival game based on
“tinder-style” relationships, and the goal is to survive for

the longest time. there is no xp or leveling, but it is
“unofficial” in the sense that everything is optional.
we’ve said it on the top of the article, and it’s true,

everything in boss is optional. we recommend it, as it
offers many hours of fun if you like micro-management,
zombie apocalypse, or doomsday scenarios. how do you
play it? well, first thing first, they’ve got a time limit to

finish the game. the player will have one day and they’re
not going to use the time they have wisely, so they’ve

got to find the solution as much as possible. but, it’s not
just that. there are things like “plant” and “dig” tasks,

crops, and so on. in any case, here is the game and we’ll
talk to you in the next article. 5ec8ef588b
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